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Abstract 
 

Competition in mobile telecommunications markets has become an increasingly important 

theme as economies strive for more competitive outcomes to maximise the potential for 

expanded services, lower prices, and increased innovation. Over the past 19 years, the 

effective duopoly in the South African mobile telecommunications market was interrupted by 

the entry of Cell C in 2001, Telkom in 2010, and Rain Mobile in 2017. This research study 

assessed the impact of entry on the nature of competition in the South African mobile 

telecommunications market, using Rain Mobile as a case study. Using bi-annual data on 

mobile data headline prices and promotional offerings from 2016 to 2019, the study analysed 

price-based competition by (i) employing a simple price comparison methodology of the 1GB 

and 5GB data-bundle plans offered by each of Vodacom, MTN, Cell C, Telkom, and Rain 

Mobile and (ii) calculating effective prices using data on promotional offerings and discounts 

offered by mobile operators on their 1GB and 5GB data-bundle plans in the same period. The 

research study went further to analyse the nature of competition on non-price factors such as 

coverage, quality, reputation, and brand awareness between the mobile operators. While the 

study found no obvious response from competitors to the entry of Rain Mobile on headline 

prices, the assessment on promotional offerings demonstrated much more vigorous 

competition among the operators through lower prices and product variety. The study also 

found evidence of competition on non-price factors among operators. The study found that, 

although the impact of the entry of Rain Mobile had been effective in inducing ability and 

willingness among customers to switch and inciting a response from competitors in the form 

of new product offerings and reduced prices to the benefit of consumers, such impact was 

limited to only a segment of customers and did not reduce overall prices of mobile data. 

Keywords: competition, South African mobile telecommunications market, Rain Mobile, price 

competition, mobile data, effective prices. 
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1.      Introduction 
 

 

The mobile telecommunications market provides a vehicle for economic growth and 

participation. Prices of telecommunications services are a key issue for competition and 

regulatory authorities. They have a high impact on the whole economy and influence the rate 

of growth (Roller and Waverman, 2001; Datta and Agarwal, 2004; Waverman, Meschi and 

Fuss, 2005 and Jeanjean, 2014). In 2017, the Competition Commission launched the Data 

Services Market Inquiry which assessed the nature of price competition in the mobile 

telecommunications market. The Competition Commission (2019, p. 81) found that priced- 

based competition in the market was inadequate despite the entry of new competitors and the 

introduction of aggressive price reductions of mobile data services by these smaller rivals 

(Competition Commission, 2019, p. 81). 

 
Over the past 19 years, the effective duopoly in the South African mobile telecommunications 

market was interrupted by the entry of Cell C in 2001, Telkom in 2010, and more recently Rain 

Mobile. Today South Africa’s mobile telecommunications market comprises five MNOs and 

alternative mobile data service providers such as MVNOs (Hawthorne, Mondliwa, Paremoer, 

and Robb, 2016). It would not be unusual to expect that the presence of increased competition 

in the market would drive down the prices of mobile data services. The findings of the 

Competition Commission however show that this has not been the case in South Africa. These 

findings raise significant concerns about the competitive landscape of the South African mobile 

telecommunications market, and the ability of new entrants and smaller rivals to effectively 

pose a competitive threat to the large incumbents. 
 

 

This  research study  analysed  the  impact  of  the  entry  and  growth  of  smaller  rivals  on 

competition in the South African mobile data market, using Rain Mobile as a case study. Rain 

Mobile entered the market in 2017 and set out to disrupt the mobile telecommunications 

market that had long been tightly held by market incumbents, Vodacom and MTN. As South 

Africa’s first data-only mobile operator, the first to launch 5G network in the country and with 

access to valuable spectrum that was compatible with the latest technologies, such as the 

LTE, Rain Mobile presented an interesting case study about the ability of smaller rivals to 

compete effectively against incumbents in mobile telecommunications markets 

(BusinessTech, 2019a). 

 
The key objective of this study was to assess the extent to which Rain Mobile had been able 

to bring about effective competition to the benefit of consumers through lower prices, quality 

of service, a wider range of service offerings, or competition on innovative products. The study 

sought to achieve this by answering the two questions. Firstly it sought to understand the 

impact of Rain Mobile on the nature of competition in the mobile telecommunications market 

by assessing the reaction of competitors to the entry of Rain Mobile into the mobile data 

market. Secondly, it sought to understand whether Rain Mobile had been able to effectively 

compete in the market by assessing the extent to which Rain Mobile had been able to 

overcome market barriers including; first-mover advantages, network effects and switching 

costs. 

 
This research study made use of mixed methods to analyse the impact of entry and to assess 

the nature of competition in the South African mobile telecommunications market.  Firstly, the 

research study employed a simple price-comparison methodology to analyse how prices of 
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mobile data have changed over time. The price comparison involved an analysis of the of the 

headline prices for the 1GB and 5GB mobile-data packages offered by each of the mobile 

operators; Vodacom, MTN, Telkom, Cell C and Rain Mobile over the period 2016 to 2019. The 

period selected took into consideration the fact that Rain Mobile only entered the market in 

2017 and for purposes of assessing the impact of the entry of Rain Mobile on competition in 

the market, the study considered 2016 as the period before its entry and 2017 to 2019 as the 

period after entry. 

 
The research study also analysed the impact of promotional offerings on price competition in 

the market. The study assessed how these promotional offerings had changed over time and 

how mobile operators used the promotional offerings to target different customer segments. 

The research study took a nuanced approach in determining the effective prices of mobile 

data services, considering the promotional offerings over time. The data on headline prices 

and promotional offerings was obtained from the bi-annual tariff-notification reports compiled 

by the Independent Communications Authority of South Africa (ICASA). The price comparison 

methodology used in this research followed the ITU ICT Price Basket methodology, which has 

been developed to compare and measure mobile data prices, taking into consideration the 

number of megabytes provided and the validity period of the products (International 

Telecommunication Union, 2014). 

 
Secondly, in understanding that mobile telecommunications services are not homogenous and 

customers’ choices of operators are not simply based on price of the services offered, the 

research employed a non-price comparison methodology to assess how mobile operators 

competed on factors such as quality, coverage, reputation, and brand awareness and the 

impact of these factors on the ability of mobile operators to compete effectively. The 

quantitative information used for this analysis was collected from various sources including 

annual financial reports of the mobile operators, industry reports, desktop searches and 

interviews. The interviews were conducted with Rain Mobile, MTN, Cell C and Telkom as the 

main mobile operators in the market. Vodacom did not participate in the interviews. 

 
The rest of the study is organised as follows: section 2 provides an overview of the South 

African mobile telecommunications market; section 3 relates this work to existing literature on 

the nature of competition in mobile telecommunications markets and the impact of entry into 

this market; section 4 analyses the findings of the study and section 6 concludes. 

 
2.      Overview of the South African Mobile Telecommunications Market 

 

 

2.1.   Background 
 

 
In the early 1990s, South Africa witnessed the introduction of mobile telecommunications 

which was a premium service, offering mobility to voice calls (Theron and Boshoff, 2006). Up 

until 1993, when mobile telecommunications licences were granted to Vodacom and MTN, the 

fixed line operator Telkom was the sole provider of telecommunications services. Both MTN 

and Vodacom were granted 15-year licences to offer services to the South African market. To 

further increase competition in the market, a third operator, Cell C, was issued a license in 

2001. Telkom launched its own mobile network in 2010, 8ta, which it later rebranded to Telkom 

Mobile. In June 2006, Virgin Mobile South Africa entered the market as the first Mobile Virtual 
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Network Operator (“MVNO”) in South Africa, operating on Cell C’s network (Theron, 2006). 

Since then, several other MVNOs have entered the market, adding to the competitive mix 

(McKane, 2018). 
 

In July 2017, a new competitor, Rain Mobile, backed by businessmen Patrice Motsepe, Paul 

Harris, and Michael Jordaan, made its debut in the South African telecommunications market 

as the fifth telecommunications operator. Rain Mobile was established following the 

acquisition of Wireless Business Solutions Holdings (WBS) by Multisource Telecoms 

(Multisource). Through the transaction, rain Mobile inherited radio frequency spectrum in the 

1800MHz and 2.6GHzZ bands (Tubbs, 2015). Traditionally, MNOs enter the market at multiple 

levels of the value chain, operating the network infrastructure and providing network access 

in the upstream market and providing retail services in the downstream market. What is 

interesting about the Rain Mobile story is that, unlike the other MNOs, which offer traditional 

voice, message and data services, Rain Mobile entered the market as a data-only provider, 

providing an LTE-A mobile network designed to meet the growing demand of South African 

consumers (Bell and Bosiu, 2019). 
 

In 2019, with access to high-frequency spectrum, Rain Mobile was the first South African 

operator to launch 5G network. Rain Mobile was able to achieve this even though the licencing 

of 5G network had not yet been activated by ICASA through the allocation of additional radio 

frequency spectrum. This placed Rain Mobile ahead of market incumbents, MTN and 

Vodacom.  The operator has penetrated the telecommunications market as a non-traditional 

entrant with a unique and competitive offering (Bell and Bosiu, 2019). 
 

 
2.2.   Regulatory Framework of the South African Mobile Telecommunications Market 

 

 
With the evolution of telecommunications industries across the world, there has been an 

increase in competition, as new players enter the market. The benefits of increasing 

competition in this industry are enormous, given the pervasive impact of telecommunications 

on the competitiveness of all firms and sectors (Irvine and Granville, 2009). It is accordingly 

essential to have comprehensive regulations governing aspects such as technical standards, 

licencing and access to new technologies, networks, infrastructure, and spectrum allocation. 
 

In  South Africa, the telecommunications market  is  regulated  in  terms  of  the  Electronic 

Communications Act (ECA). ICASA was established as the industry regulator in terms of the 

Independent Communications Authority of South Africa Act. ICASA regulates broadcasting, 

communications and postal services sectors. As a sector regulator, ICASA is responsible for 

implementing and enforcing ’ex ante’ regulation, which refers to explicit market intervention by 

the regulator ’before the fact’. This implies regulation that is put in place to establish conditions 

within the industry to ensure that the market functions optimally (Fourie, Granville and Theron, 

2015). ICASA is responsible for ensuring non-discriminatory access to necessary inputs, in 

particular network infrastructures, and has the power to promulgate regulations or impose 

license conditions aimed at addressing the conduct of licensees. ICASA provides economic 

regulation in several areas including interconnection, facilities leasing, spectrum management 

and universal service, access, competition, and price regulation (Hawthorne, 2014). 

 
The Competition Act establishes the Competition Commission which investigates and 

evaluates  restrictive  practices,  abuse  of  dominant  position,  exemptions,  mergers  and 
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conducts market inquiries. The Competition Act also establishes the Competition Tribunal as 

the an adjudicative body over competition matters and the Competition Appeal Court which 

considers appeals from or reviews for decisions of the Competition Tribunal. The Competition 

Commission is responsible for ’ex post’ regulation which refers to implicit market intervention 

and entails detecting, investigating, and remedying anti-competitive behaviour (Fourie et al., 

2015). Competition policy seeks to achieve efficient, effective, and competitive markets by 

ensuring easy entry and exit from the market, incentivising firms to compete on price, product 

and service quality, and that dominant firms are prevented from acting unfairly in a way that 

reduces competition. 

 
3.      Literature Review 

 

 

This research study drew from different bodies of literature. Firstly, it drew from literature on 

the nature of competition in mobile telecommunications markets. More specifically, the study 

drew from literature that was largely focused on the dynamics of mobile telecommunications 

markets and factors that affected competition in these markets. Secondly, the study drew from 

literature on the impact of entry of new competitors in mobile telecommunications markets. 

Research in this field focused on the timing of entry and the impact it has on the ability of new 

entrants to compete effectively. 

 
3.1.   The Nature of Competition in Mobile Telecommunications Markets 

 

 

The key policy objective for mobile telecommunications markets  is to establish sustainable 

competitive markets. This objective is challenged by characteristics of telecommunications 

markets that favour the concentration of market power in the hands of incumbents through 

barriers to entry, strong network effects, large sunk costs of essential facilities, brand 

recognition and loyalty, and first-mover advantages that provide incumbents with economies 

of scale, established networks, large subscriber base, deep pockets, and market experience 

(Hawthorne, et al., 2016). 

 
The barrier-to-entry feature of telecommunications markets poses great challenges to 

potential competitors and frustrates efforts to counter the continued dominance of incumbents. 

In a study on the barriers to entry and expansion of the South African telecommunications 

market, Hawthorne et al. (2016) found that issues such as cumbersome requirements to 

obtaining operating licences, delays in allocating spectrum, and poor enforcement of 

regulations were just some of the critical barriers that limited the ability of new operators to 

enter the market and compete. 

 
New entrants into telecommunications markets also encounter other obstacles such as sunk 

costs that make entry difficult (Roberts, 2016 and Xiao and Orazem, 2011). Building on the 

Bresnahan and Reiss methodology, Xiao and Orazem (2011) examined the competitive effect 

of the fourth entrant into the local US broadband market by assessing whether entry costs 

varied with timing of entry. They found that sunk costs of entry were lower for earlier rather 

than later entrants thereby making entry conditions for the fourth and later entrants more 

difficult. The study highlighted the importance of sunk costs in determining entry conditions. It 

showed that high entry costs constrain entry and delay stabilisation of new entrants and their 

ability to timeously recover their return on investment. 
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Mobile telecommunications markets are also a paradigmatic example of an industry where 

network effects and switching costs drive market competition (Maicas and Sese, 2011). 

Research on network effects has focused either on the impact of network effects on mobile 

telecommunications diffusion or on the role of network effects on the understanding of how 

users make their choices on mobile communications. For instance, Fuentelsaz Maicas and 

Polo (2010) analysed how switching costs and network effects separately influence prices and 

competition in the European mobile telecommunications market. They found that competition 

was lower in markets that exhibited network effects and high switching costs. Birke and Swann 

(2006) in Maicas and Sese (2011) explored the role of network effects in consumers’ choice 

of mobile service providers in the UK and found that the choices of individuals were heavily 

influenced by the choices made in the individual’s social network. 

 
First-mover advantages are also important in telecommunications markets. They arise 

because of direct network effects, switching costs and economies of scale and have the 

potential to deter entry and affect competition in the market (Hawthorne, et al., 2016). While 

there are many new market entry opportunities in the telecommunications markets, the 

previously duopolistic state of these markets cannot be ignored. Studies have shown that entry 

costs for early entrants are lower than for later entrants, enabling both first-movers and 

incumbents in the telecommunications market to be more successful (Xiao and Orazem, 2011; 

Jakopin and Klein, 2012; Muck and Heimeshoff, 2012). Fernandez (2017) found that 

incumbents possessed cost-side advantages in terms of deployment of infrastructure, which 

allowed them to have a stronger competitive effect over later rivals. Due to first-mover 

advantages, incumbents were most likely able to secure access to the best mobile sites while 

late entrants needed time to build a reliable network. This created coverage differences that 

put late entrants at a disadvantage. The study also found that incumbents were more likely to 

have control over scarce resources and could exercise strategic actions aimed at preventing 

entry of new entrants or inhibiting expansion of smaller competitors. 

 
The impact of lead time is important for the success of new entrants in markets exhibiting 

network effects. The research of Gruber and Verboven (2001) showed that the actual timing 

at which first entry licences are issued, and the introduction of second entry licences 

(competition), had a significant impact on the diffusion of mobile telecommunications. Huff and 

Robinson (1994) found that first entrants could gain sustainable market share advantages and 

while second entrants were able to eliminate some of the incumbent firm’s market-share 

advantage, the third and later entrants continued to trail the pioneer and were not able to erode 

the market share advantage, even in the long run. Hawthorne and Grzybowski (2019) made 

a similar finding when assessing the competitiveness of the telecommunications service in 

South Africa. They found that, while there may have been some initial price competition 

between operators since the entry of Cell C and Telkom, these competitors had not been able 

to significantly constrain the market incumbents, MTN and Vodacom. 

 
3.2.   The Impact of Entry into Mobile Telecommunications Markets 

 

 

The entry of new competitors leads to price reductions by putting more competitive pressure 

on market incumbents (Tirole, 1988 in Bresnahan and Reiss, 1991, Jeanjean, 2013 and 

Grzybowski, Nicolle and Zulehner, 2017). Entrants may affect incumbents by diverting 

demand from the incumbent thereby abstracting market share away from them and by 

reducing prices to penetrate the market, in effect, intensifying competition among market 
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participants. Economists agree that there are substantial consumer gains that can result from 

entry of new competitors in a market (Laffont and Tirole, 2000 in Gruber and Verboven, 2001, 

Roberts, 2016, Valaskova, Durica, Kovacova, Gregova and Lazaroiu, 2019 and Genakos, 

Valletti and Verboven, 2017). 

 
Economides, Seim and Viard (2008) evaluated consumer welfare effects of entry resulting 

from price reductions, development of new service offerings, and quality differences between 

the incumbents’ and entrants’ services. Their study showed that although households 

benefitted from price reductions because of the entry of two operators into the local phone 

service, they derived greater benefit from the entrants' new plan types and quality differences 

than from the incumbents’ services. Bourreau, Sun and Verboven (2017) found that firms 

reacted to competition of new entrants by introducing fighting (subsidiary) brands as a 

competitive strategy in a segment of the market which they previously didn’t serve while Ellis 

and Singh (2010) found that the introduction of competition in the mobile markets drove the 

rollout of services, increased market penetration, and reduced prices. The findings of these 

studied have shown that entry induced firms to increase and enhance their offerings thereby 

delivering better market outcomes. 

 
While economists have long held that firms’ market power to set prices above marginal cost 

is inversely related to the number of firms competing in the market, establishing the number 

of competing firms necessary to ensure effective competition has remained a challenge for 

regulatory authorities across the world (Xiao and Orazem, 2011). Studies by Bresnahan and 

Reiss (1991), Xiao and Orazem (2011) and Houngbonon (2015) have revealed that in markets 

with five or fewer incumbents, almost all variation in competitive conduct occurred with the 

entry of the second and third firm. They found that there was a fall in prices when the second 

and third firms entered but that the fourth entrant had little effect on competitive conduct. Their 

findings suggest that entry conditions become increasingly more difficult for the fourth and 

subsequent entrants, implying that new entrants beyond the first three firms could have little 

effect on competitive conduct in the market. The studies on the impact of entry on prices and 

competitive outcomes highlight the importance of understanding the dynamics in different 

markets, to assess whether entry of additional competitors would yield the desired competitive 

outcomes. These results are particularly relevant for this research study which sought to 

assess whether the entry of a fifth competitor resulted in effective competitive outcomes in the 

South African mobile telecommunications market. 
 

 
4.      Assessing the Impact of Rain Mobile on the Nature and Effectiveness of 

Competition in the Mobile Telecommunications Market 
 

 

4.1.   Assessing Price Competition in the Mobile Data Market 
 

 

One of the critical data points used to assess competitive outcomes and the impact on 

consumer welfare is price. Mobile data prices are increasingly used to assess Internet service 

affordability, among other variables that contribute to affordability measures (Research ICT 

Africa, 2019). Over the past years, the South African mobile telecommunications market, 

which had long been protected by a strong network effect, was altered by the entry of new 

mobile operators. This gave customers a wider range of mobile service providers to choose 

from. In line with economic theory on market structure and competition (Genakos et al., 2017), 
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it would not be unusual to expect that in the presence of increased competition in the market, 

the prices of data for consumers would be low. 

 
An assessment of headline prices of the 1GB data bundle in Figure 1 shows that headline 

prices were stable in 2016 and 2017, with some changes in 2018. 

 
Figure 1: Headline Prices of the 1GB data bundle - 2016 to 2019 
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Source: ICASA Tariff Reports 
 

 
Until July 2017, when Rain Mobile entered the market with its 1GB offering for R50, Telkom 

offered the cheapest 1GB data bundle at R99, with no apparent competitive response from 

the other operators. In that period, MTN’s offer was the most expensive at R160 while 

Vodacom and Cell C offered their 1GB data bundles at R149. The lack of response from the 

mobile operators to Telkom’s price suggested that the operators considered Telkom’s offering 

to be of lower-quality and did not regard Telkom a big enough threat to attract customers away. 

This, regardless of Telkom’s offering being the lowest-priced. 

 
Rain Mobile entered the market in mid-2017 offering a 1GB plan at R50, making it the cheapest 

among the mobile operators. After prices of the 1GB data bundle had remained unchanged 

for over twenty ( 20) months, the market saw the first movement in prices six months after the 

entry of Rain Mobile, when MTN discontinued its 1GB plan in January 2018 and replaced it 

with the 1.5GB bundle at R189, effectively reducing the price by 21% to R126 per GB. The 

next reaction in the market happened in the third quarter of 2018, twelve months after the 

entry of Rain Mobile, when Cell C announced the discontinuation of the 1GB data bundle and 

the introduction of a new 1.5GB plan at the same price of R149. This effectively reduced the 

price of Cell C’s offering by 34% per GB to R99, just R1 lower than Telkom’s offering. 

 
The fact that MTN and Cell C responded to Rain Mobile’s entry with lower prices but had not 

responded to prices set by Telkom, suggested that the operators did consider Rain Mobile’s 

offering to be of higher-quality and perhaps a credible threat which could attract customers 
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away from them. In 2018, MTN discontinued the “loss generating” 1GB offering (MTN, 2019, 

p. 25). The fact that Vodacom did not react to Rain Mobile’s lower prices suggested that 

Vodacom did not see Rain Mobile as a credible competitor and was not threatened by the new 

entrant. The differential extent to which MTN and Vodacom experienced consumer switching 

is considered below. Important to note is that while the growth of Rain Mobile’s overall number 

of subscribers was negligible, Telkom had grown its share of mobile subscriber. 

 
Notwithstanding the reduction in prices of the 1GB data bundle by MTN and Cell C, there 

remained a significant price differential between Rain Mobile’s offering and that of the next 

cheapest and the most expensive of almost 66% and 99%, respectively. 

 
As shown in Figure 2, there was a similar picture in the 5GB market. Telkom’s offering had 

remained the lowest at R299 between 2016 and 2017 with no reaction from the other 

operators. In that period, MTN’s offering was the most expensive at R430 followed by 

Vodacom and Cell C whose 5GB data bundles were both priced at R399. In 2017, Rain Mobile 

entered the market offering the 5GB data bundle at R250 making it the cheapest offering. MTN 

discontinued the 5GB data bundle in January 2018 (hence a combined basket of the 2GB and 

the 3GB data bundles, with higher prices, is reflected in the table for MTN customers from 

January to June 2018). MTN introduced a 6GB data bundle to replace the discontinued 5GB 

bundle in July 2018 thereby effectively pricing its 5GB at R332.50. In July 2018, Cell C also 

replaced the 5GB but with a 6.6GB data bundle at the same price of R399, effectively reducing 

the price of its 5GB to R307. Vodacom made no change in that period. 

 
Figure 2: Headline Prices of the 5GB data bundle - 2016 to 2019 
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A similar inference can be drawn from the reaction of MTN and Cell C and the non-reaction of 

Vodacom, about their respective perceptions of Rain Mobile’s credibility as a competitor. 

However, unlike in the 1GB market, the price differentials between Rain Mobile’s offering and 

that of the next cheapest and most expensive provider were much smaller, at almost 18% and 

46%, respectively. This suggested that Rain Mobile’s offerings were attractive to this segment 
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of consumers who were high-end users of mobile data, and, consequently, Rain Mobile was 

posing a greater competitive constraint in the 5GB market and attracting customers away from 

the other operators. 

 
While there had been some competitive responses by the mobile operators reflected in lower 

prices for the 1GB and 5GB data bundles, Vodacom made no change in headline prices. This 

is consistent with the observations of the Competition Commission (2019, p. 81) which found 

that price competition in the mobile data market was inadequate as MTN and Vodacom had 

been able to sustain high prices even in the presence of smaller operators such as Telkom 

who offered data plans at much lower prices. 

 
Market participants (Appendix A) however, argued that headline prices were not a true 

reflection of the extent of competition in the mobile data market because mobile operators did 

not compete on headline prices. The mobile operators, including Vodacom, made the same 

assertion to the Competition Commission (2019, p. 84). MTN and Telkom (Appendix A) 

indicated that prepaid customers were extremely price sensitive and because they were not 

committed to any specific mobile operator through a contractual agreement and thus were 

easily able to switch between mobile operators without the fear of incurring switching costs or 

losing their mobile number thanks to number porting. Furthermore, the operators asserted that 

customers were multi-homing which enabled them to own multiple SIM cards of different 

mobile operators and take advantage of the competitive offerings of the different mobile 

operators at different times. Mobile operators were thus offering  customers competitive 

promotional discounts to attract new customers and to retain existing ones. Accordingly, 

market participants believed that while there had been little variation in headline prices, there 

had been much more vigorous competition for effective prices through promotional offerings 

by mobile operators (Appendix A). 

 
Promotional offerings for mobile-data services 

 

 

Data from this study showed that the number and extent of promotional offerings of mobile 

operators increased significantly prior to the entry of Rain Mobile. From around 2017, mobile 

operators introduced more offerings targeted at different segments of customers including 

mid-night surfers, social media users, and content streamers than they did in 2016. These 

promotional offers suggested a competitive response by the mobile operators to the entry of 

Rain Mobile, to the benefit of mobile-data intensive consumers. 

 
With the increasing role of Over-the-Top “OTT” content, messaging and voice providers, who 

used open Internet-based communication rather than existing operator-controlled cellular 

services, mobile operators had to find innovative ways to capitalise on the growth of OTTs and 

maximise their revenues (Odendaal, 2018). Over the last few years, mobile operators began 

forming partnerships with different OTTs to provide their customers with targeted products and 

services. Through partnering with social media OTTs such as Facebook, Instagram, and 

WhatsApp, mobile operators were able to introduce various promotional offerings to attract 

customers (Odendaal, 2018). These groups of customers were largely young and heavy 

consumers of social content who wanted more data at the lowest prices (Appendix A). In South 

Africa, WhatsApp ranked the most popular and most widely used social media platform at 57% 

followed by Facebook at 47% (Silver, Smith, Johnson, Jiang, Anderson and Rainie, 2019). 

Mobile  operators  had  responded  to  this  demand  with  WhatsApp-specific  promotional 
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offerings, predominantly in the 1GB market. This bundle also allowed customers to have 

access to WhatsApp for a period of 30 days, sending and receiving text messages, videos, 

and audio files via their platform (but excludes voice and video calling) (MyBroadband, 2018a). 

Customers were charged standard rates when using other applications and when making 

calls. 
 

Figure 3: Effective Prices of the 1GB WhatsApp-Data-Bundle Promotions 
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Among the operators, Cell C was the only operator that offered its customers a WhatsApp 

data-bundle promotion from 2016. The promotion offered Cell C customers 1.2GB usage at 

R124 per GB, which was effectively 17% lower than what a customer would pay for a standard 

Cell C 1GB data bundle. The price of Cell C’s WhatsApp offering fell further to an effective 

rate of R60 per GB after it was amended. Until 2017, Cell C’s offering was the most attractive 

for WhatsApp users. Neither MTN nor Vodacom responded to Cell C’s low price, suggesting 

that even with that promotion, Cell C was not perceived a sufficient threat to draw away the 

incumbents’ customers, who preferred higher quality, were less price sensitive, wanted 

reliable offerings and perhaps considered Cell C’s offering to be of a lower-quality which was 

not a good enough substitute. 

 
Just six months after Rain Mobile entered the market, both MTN and Vodacom dramatically 

reduced prices of their social media promotions. For WhatsApp-focused promotional data 

bundles, MTN dropped its effective rate from R156 per GB to R20 per GB, while Vodacom’s 

promotional price was set at R30 per GB, dropping it from R150. Both offerings were lower 

than Rain Mobile’s standard 1GB price, indicating that the response by the incumbents was 

induced by the new entrant. In the third quarter of 2018, Cell C reduced their price below all 

the operators and then increased it in the first quarter of 2019 in line with Vodacom’s offering. 

Until 2019, Telkom was the only operator that did not offer a WhatsApp-specific promotional 

bundle. For Telkom, WhatsApp was considered a standard product and because their prices 

were already much lower, the operator did not offer the promotion (Appendix A). However, in 
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the first quarter of 2019, Telkom began to offer customers a free 500MB WhatsApp bundles 

when they purchased a 1GB FreeMe bundle thereby effectively reducing Telkom’s rate to R70 

per GB. Even with the promotion however, Telkom’s offerings still remained higher than Rain 

Mobile’s standard offering. 

 
The picture for ‘promotions’ reflected in Figure 4 below was quite different to that in Figure 1 

on headline prices. In contrast with the headline prices, the effective prices for WhatsApp 

promotions were reduced significantly for this customer segment, with MTN, Vodacom, and 

Cell C charging lower than Rain Mobile. Through promotional offerings, customers of these 

mobile operators were paying less than half of what they paid for a standard 1GB data bundle. 

The response by Vodacom on promotions was strikingly different to that on headline prices 

and suggests that perhaps Rain Mobile was perceived to be a worthy competitor in this narrow 

customer segment, taking into account that WhatsApp was the most active social media 

platform in South Africa(Kemp, 2019, p. 73). 

 
A similar pattern was seen in the 1GB Social Media Bundle promotions (Figure 4). These 

promotions operated the same way as the WhatsApp promotion and gave customers access 

to social media platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and Tik Tok, at reduced rates. 
 

 
Figure 4: Effective Prices of the 1GB Social-Media-Bundle Promotions 
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Cell C was again the first operator to offer its customers a Social Media promotional bundle in 

2017. Cell C’s social bundle gave customers access to Facebook for a period of 30 days at 

an effective rate of R60 per GB, which was 60% lower than Cell C’s standard 1GB data bundle. 

There was again no response from the other operators to Cell C’s low price. However, after 

Rain Mobile entered the market, both MTN and Vodacom responded with sharp reductions in 

prices through social media promotions. Unlike Cell C’s promotional bundle which limited the 

customer’s access to Facebook only, Vodacom’s 1GB social ticket offered customers access 
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to Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, Twitter, Tinder, and Tik Tok at an effective rate of R60, 

which was 62% lower than what customers were paying for the standard 1GB data bundle. 

When MTN introduced its social media bundles, it offered separate bundles for each of the 

social media platforms. The Facebook Social Media bundle offered customers monthly access 

at effectively R50 per GB, matching the price of Rain Mobile’s standard 1GB data bundle. This 

promotional offering reduced MTN’s effective price by 68% from what customers paid for the 

standard 1GB data bundle. Telkom was the last operator to introduce Social Media 

promotional bundles for its customers. Telkom’s offering enabled them to access the same 

social media platforms as Vodacom’s Social Ticket but also included Snapchat and LinkedIn, 

at an effective price of R40. 

 
The effective prices reduce drastically on these Social Media bundles (by over 50%) shortly 

after Rain Mobile entered the market. The reduced prices converged around Rain Mobile’s 

effective price of R50 per GB. The same inference could be drawn about the timing of the 

price reductions and the impact of the new entrant on competition in the market. The evidence 

suggested that there was significant perceived willingness to switch by some customers of 

MTN and Vodacom. While these customers may not have switched to Rain Mobile, the 

perceptions about the operator and its offerings had stimulated the possibility of customers 

switching and has caused the incumbents to respond with radical price reductions through 

promotional offerings. 

 
Promotional offers in the 5GB market had largely been on Double Your Data deals and later 

on Content-Streaming platforms. The Double Your Data promotions were widely offered by 

mobile operators and essentially gave customers a free data bundle that was the equivalent 

of  the  one purchased. Vodacom  was the  only operator  that  offered a  5GB  WhatsApp 

promotional bundle while Cell C was the only operator that offered the Social Media bundle 

promotion, suggesting that the customers purchasing 5GB were not necessarily large 

consumers of WhatsApp or Social Media. 

 
An assessment of the Double Your Data promotions for the 5GB data bundle indicated that 

operators were competing quite vigorously on this promotion and for similar data promotions. 

According to the market participants (Appendix A), customers that purchased the 5GB data 

bundles were generally heavy data users or family units who used the data on various 

platforms, including content streaming, work-related and educational platforms. This group of 

users generally shared the data with multiple users through a hotspot device, and therefore 

were particularly interested in promotions that gave them more data that could be used on 

multiple platforms, at the lowest cost (Appendix A). Vodacom was the industry leader on this 

offering and first introduced its Double Your Data promotions in 2016, at an effective price of 

R40 per GB. 
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Figure 5: Effective Prices of the 5GB Double-Your-Data-Bundle Promotions 
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When Rain Mobile entered the market with its offering of R50 per GB, Vodacom’s effective 

price remained the lowest among the operators. MTN and Cell C both reduced their effective 

prices through these promotions. In the second quarter of 2018, MTN reduced its effective 

prices, through its MyOffers promotion, by 63% to R30 per GB, beating both Rain Mobile and 

Vodacom’s offerings. Cell C followed in the third quarter of 2018 with a promotional offering 

on the 6GB bundle that effectively reduced the price to R15 per GB, beating the offerings of 

the incumbents and that of the new entrant. 

 
Telkom was once again the last operator to respond, with the introduction, in the third quarter 

of 2019, of its LTE / LTE A once-off data promotion. The promotion effectively offered 

customers double data at R10 per GB which was the cheapest offering in the market during 

the relevant period. Notable, once again from Figure 5, was the timing of the introduction of 

these promotional offerings. MTN’s response suggested that it was at risk of losing customers 

because of Rain Mobile’s entry. Although MTN had not responded to Vodacom’s low price, 

the offerings of the new entrant could have induced MTN’s customers to switch either to the 

new operator or even to Vodacom. While MTN’s price aligned closely to those of Vodacom 

and Rain Mobile, Telkom’s price fell much lower than Cell C’s, suggesting that Telkom was 

responding more to Cell C and perhaps did not consider itself a close enough competitor of 

the other three operators. Both Cell C and Telkom seemed to be mostly affected by the 

increased competition for this segment of customers and were responding with substantially 

lower prices to retain their customers who may have been willing to switch and forgo the lower 

price for better service quality, albeit at a slightly higher price. 

 
Similarly, content-streaming promotions were also widely contested and mobile operators had 

also been able to introduce promotions on platforms such as Showmax, YouTube, Netflix, and 

other music and gaming channels, to cater for the 5GB segment, who were largely content 

streamers and high-data users. Via these platforms, the promotions enabled customers to 
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stream series, movies, music, kids’ entertainment, sport, news, and live TV channels on their 

computers or mobile devices. 
 

 

Figure 6: Effective Prices of the 5GB Content-Streaming-Data-Bundle Promotions 
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Once again, there were almost no promotions on content streaming prior to the entry of Rain 

Mobile. The first effective price reduction happened in the third quarter of 2017 when Cell C 

increased the size of its social-media bundle, giving customers an additional 3GB on the 5GB 

shaped bundle and thus reducing the effective rate to R60 per GB, 60% lower than their 

standard 1GB data bundle. When Rain Mobile entered the market, its offering of R50 per GB 

was lower than that of Cell C’s promotional offering. Telkom was the first operator to respond 

to  Rain Mobile  by  introducing  a  promotional  offering  specifically  for  content  streaming. 

Telkom’s LIT bundles reduced its effective rate by 33% from R60 to R40 per GB, which was 

R10 lower than the entrant’s price. MTN and Vodacom followed Telkom, and both introduced 

their content-streaming-data-bundle promotions in the third quarter of 2018, exactly one year 

after the entry of Rain Mobile. Vodacom’s promotional bundle reduced their effective price to 

R50 per GB, matching the price of Rain Mobile’s standard data bundle. MTN’s promotion 

reduced its price to well below that of Telkom, to R30 per GB. This was a 75% reduction from 

the R120 that customers were paying per GB for MTN’s standard data bundle. The fact that 

MTN dropped its price below that of Telkom suggests that MTN was responding to Telkom 

than to Rain Mobile. The drastic response by MTN suggested that they are severely affected 

by competition for this group of customers and were having to respond with significantly lower 

prices to retain its customers. 

 
An analysis of Figure 6 shows that Rain Mobile’s entry increased competition in the market 

and this reduced mobile data prices. Like the Double-Your-Data promotion, prices on this 

promotion also appeared to converge around Rain Mobile’s effective price of R50 per GB, 

suggesting that the mobile operators were responding to the entrant. Similar inferences could 
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be drawn from the timing of the introduction of the promotions and the perception of the 

operators about Rain Mobile’s competitive threat. 
 

 

Time-based promotions were also a common feature in the offerings of mobile operators. 

These promotions allowed customers to benefit from cheaper rates when surfing the Internet 

at different times of the day. For instance, a 1GB Night Owl bundle valid for 30 days allowed 

Vodacom customers to surf the Internet between 12am midnight and 5am on any day of the 

week for R66, which was 56% lower than their standard 1GB data bundle. MTN’s Night 

Express, which operated like that of Vodacom, was R59, which was 60% lower than their 

standard 1GB data bundle. Cell C’s Nite data promotion operated slightly differently in that it 

required customers to purchase a standard data bundle to qualify for additional Nite data, 

similar to the Double-Your-Data promotions discussed below. A Cell C customer purchasing 

a 1GB bundle at R100 would get an additional 2GB Nite data effectively reducing the price to 

R49 per GB. Similarly, a customer purchasing a 6.6GB data bundle at R299 would get an 

additional 7GB Nite data, effectively reducing the price to R45 per GB. Telkom also launched 

their 100GB Night Surfer promotion priced at R149, which enabled customers to surf the 

Internet anytime between 12am midnight to 7am. This promotion gave Telkom customers an 

additional 2 hours, compared to the night promotions of other operators which end at 5am, 

and effectively reduces the price to R1.50 per GB, making it the cheapest offering among the 

operators. 

 
In addition to these promotions, mobile operators also introduced tailor-made offerings based 

on a customer’s buying patterns and profile. Mobile operators used information that was 

observed, volunteered, inferred, or collected about consumers’ conduct or characteristics, to 

set different prices to different consumers based on what they thought the consumers was 

willing to pay (OECD, 2018). For instance, Vodacom customers, simply based on their usage 

patterns, could benefit from paying R99 for a 1GB bundle which was 33.5% lower than the 

standard 1GB data bundle and R339 for a 5GB bundle which was 15% lower than the standard 

5GB data bundle. Vodacom also introduced additional Promotional Data Bundles which 

offered a personalised set of data bundles based on customers’ spending patterns. The mobile 

operators were also encouraging customers, by offering them additional promotional 

discounts, to download the operators’ own platforms namely, My Vodacom App, MyMTN App, 

and the Cell C App and Portal, and process their data purchase on those platforms rather than 

through their normal banking platforms. 

 
The evidence above seems to support the argument by market participants that there has 

been much more vigorous competition between the operators on promotional offerings. An 

analysis of these offerings and discounts revealed that there had been price competition 

between the mobile operators, which had resulted in a reduction of effective mobile data 

prices. While there has not been much visible competition on headline prices between the 

mobile operators, the surge in promotional offerings from the beginning of 2018 was indicative 

of an increase in competition among them. However, it was not clear what volumes of mobile 

data sales were made under these promotions and consequently the extent to which the 

incumbents were able to ring-fence the effects of competition on narrow consumer segments. 

The research study was not able to determine the actual uptake of the promotions and the 

number of customers that benefitted from the promotional offerings. The fact that the 

promotions were sustained throughout the study period was indicative of a positive customer 

response to the promotional offerings. 
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In terms of overall share of mobile subscribers, Rain Mobile had managed to gain around half 

a million subscribers on its 4G offering since entering the market in 2017 (Appendix A). This 

was equivalent to a 1% share of all prepaid subscribers (Figure 7). Rain Mobile’s market in its 

first three years were substantially more than the 204 000 subscribers that Telkom had 

managed to gain in its first three years, and the 300 000 subscribers that Virgin Mobile 

(BusinessTech, 2012) had gained in the first four years of its operation (Hawthorne et al., 

2016). This indicates that Rain Mobile’s entry has been quite effective, particularly considering 

the substantial barriers to entry that exist in this market. 
 

 
Figure 7 provides an analysis on Mobile Operator share based on subscribers in 2019. The 

analysis was limited to prepaid customers because Rain Mobile did not operate in the post- 

paid market. The analysis shows a notable change in the shares of the mobile operators when 

compared to the 2016 data. This is reflective of a marked increase in competition in the mobile 

telecommunications market. 
 

Figure 7: Mobile Operator Share based on Prepaid Subscribers - 2019 
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In its latest annual results, for the year ended 31 March 2020, Vodacom reflected a total of 

41.3 million total subscribers, 35.2 million being prepaid customers, while MTN reflected a 

total of 25.8 million subscribers of which 22.7 million were from its prepaid business. In the 

same period, Cell C and Telkom each reported that they had 12 million total subscribers. Of 

these, Cell C reported that 10.9 million were its prepaid customers while Telkom reported that 

9.4 million were prepaid customers (MyBroadband, 2020). An assessment of prepaid 

subscribers, indicated that the incumbents still jointly held a large proportion of the market at 

71% (Vodacom holds 43% while MTN holds 28%) followed by Cell C with 13%, Telkom with 

12%, the MVNOs with 3% and Rain Mobile with just below 1% (MyBroadband, 2020). 
 

 

The shares of the incumbents reflected in Figure 7 were lower than those that were reported 

in 2016/17. For instance, in the year ending March 2017, the incumbents jointly held 77% of 
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the market while Cell C and Telkom held 17,3% (excluding the MVNOs) and 4,5%, 

respectively. The notable changes, have been the reduction in the MTN share, from 37% in 

the first quarter of 2016 to 28% in the fourth quarter of 2019, while Vodacom in contrast 

increased its share by three percent (Figure 8). Cell C also saw a reduction in its share of 

subscribers from 18% in the first two quarters of 2016 to 13% in the last two quarters of 2019. 

Telkom has been the big winner amongst the operators having grown its share from just 2% 

at the beginning of 2016 to 12% in the second half of 2019. 

 
Figure 8: Growth in Prepaid Subscriber Shares - 2016 to 2019 
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An assessment of Figure 8 indicates that there has been switching in the market, more notably 

from around the third quarter of 2017. In that quarter, the subscriber shares of both Vodacom 

and MTN declined by 1% and 2%, respectively from the previous quarter. Cell C’s share 

stayed the same, but Telkom grew its subscriber share by 2% from the previous quarter. 

MTN’s subscriber share fell by a further 2% in the fourth quarter. This could be explained by 

the fact that MTN, at that point, had the most expensive offerings on both the 1GB and 5GB 

data bundles as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 above. In the following quarter, MTN 

responded with changes in its offerings that reduced its prices below those of Vodacom, 

suggestive of a response to Vodacom. In the same quarter, Cell C’s share went up by 1% 

while Telkom’s dropped by 1%. The fall in Telkom’s share may have been the result of the 

price increase on both their 1GB and 5GB bundle offerings in the same period. 

 
The most substantial switching was seen in the third quarter of 2018 when Vodacom, MTN 

and Cell C lost 1%, 2% and 2% subscriber shares respectively. In the same period Telkom 

doubled its base from 3 million subscribers in the first quarter of 2018 to 7.8 million in the third 

quarter, a 5% growth in its subscriber share. By the end of 2019, Telkom had grown its 

subscriber base by 1.9 million to 9.4 million subscribers. The growth of Telkom’s subscriber 

shares appeared to be a direct consequence of their marked increase in investment in both 

infrastructure and marketing. Cell C responded with a reduction in headline prices of both the 

1GB and 5GB data bundles almost matching Telkom’s prices for both plans. In the same 
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period Cell C had been reported to have had network issues, therefore, while it may have 

reduced its prices significantly, its customers were not happy and may have opted to switch 

to another operator (MyBroadband, 2018b). An assessment of the promotional-data offerings 

indicated that it was around this period when mobile operators began to aggressively introduce 

promotional offerings in both the 1GB and 5GB data bundle plans, indicating a response not 

only to the new entrant but also to Telkom. Telkom’s growth in subscriber share suggested 

that they were responsible for decline in the subscriber share of MTN and perhaps Cell C. 

Throughout the period of study, Vodacom’s subscriber shares continued to grow, despite not 

responding to any of the lower headline prices of the other mobile operators. While Rain 

Mobile’s growth was negligible over the period compared to Telkom’s, some inference can be 

drawn from the timing of the notable changes in subscriber share and the entry of Rain Mobile 

and the ability that the operator had to induce switching by customers. 

 
There were also notable changes in the data revenues of the operators throughout the period 

of study, which were directly proportional to the changes in the subscriber shares. 

 
Figure 9: Growth in Mobile-Data Revenue - 2016 to 2019 
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An assessment of Figure 9 shows that Vodacom had managed to grow its mobile data revenue 

by 10% within the period in line with the growth of its subscriber shares which increased from 

43% in 2016 to 48% in 2018, before falling to 47% in 2019. Vodacom’s ability to grow its 

revenues while still maintaining high headline prices was indicative of the operator’s market 

power and dominance in the mobile telecommunications market. MTN only saw data revenue 

growth of less than 2% between 2016 and 2019, which was also explained by the fall in its 

subscriber shares from 37% in 2016 to 28% in 2019. In the same period, Cell C saw growth 

of 55% in its data revenue. The notable growth in data revenue was from Telkom, whose 

growth in subscriber shares from 2% to 12% grew its data revenue by over 270% between 

2016 and 2019. Telkom’s growth came almost 10 years after it entered the market in 2010. 

Telkom had maintained its position as the lowest-priced provider of mobile data services until 

Rain Mobile entered the market. Before Rain Mobile entered the market, there had been no 
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response from the mobile operators to Telkom’s low prices. This suggested that Rain Mobile 

was impactful in stimulating some competition in the market and inducing switching among 

customers. Although Rain Mobile had only grown its subscriber base marginally,   the 

combined pricing pressure from both Rain Mobile and Telkom seemed to have sufficiently 

triggered a response from the incumbents. Rain Mobile’s ability to offer mobile data at almost 

half the price of Telkom’s offering may have been enough to induce some initial reaction from 

customers that saw them switching between mobile operators. While Rain Mobile offered the 

cheapest bundles, the fact that it did not offer a full service may have rendered Telkom the 

next best alternative for customers who wanted a full-service provider that offers affordable 

data but also reliable and superior quality. Alternatively, enabled by multi-homing, customers 

may have responded to the lower prices of Rain Mobile (and Telkom) for their data usage 

without necessarily leaving their original operator. Therefore, while subscriber shares of 

smaller operators may be growing, their growth may not necessarily mean that the subscriber 

share of the incumbents will decline drastically. 

 
4.2.   Assessing Non-Price Competition in the Mobile-Data Market 

 

 

In addition to price competition, mobile operators also compete on various non-price factors. 

Market participants indicated that quality, coverage, reputation, and brand awareness were 

the most critical non-price factors against which they compete for customers (Appendix A). 

 
Quality and Coverage 

 

 

To operate as a fully-fledged nationwide network, mobile operators require access to network 

infrastructure. Accordingly, a significant focus of competition in the mobile telecommunications 

market has been on investment in infrastructure required to improve network quality and 

coverage, and introduce better, more efficient, and faster technologies (MTN, 2019, p. 30). A 

survey conducted by MyBroadband (2018c),   indicated that network coverage,   and in 

particular 4G or LTE coverage, was the most important factor to customers and the main driver 

for network preference, closely followed by price.   Market Participants indicated that the 

number of sites rolled-out by mobile operators was proportionate to the number of customers 

that can be serviced therefore, to provide national coverage and provide quality services, 

operator needed to roll out a substantial number of base sites across the country (Appendix 

A). 

 
Data on 4G or LTE rolled-out by each of the operators showed that Rain Mobile had done well 

compared to competitors Cell C and Telkom. Instead of trying to build its own infrastructure, 

Rain Mobile entered an infrastructure sharing agreement with Vodacom, which enabled Rain 

Mobile to use Vodacom’s sites and facilities to roll out its national 4G or LTE network in line 

with the facilities leasing regulations of ICASA while it builds its own (Bell and Bosiu, 2019). 

Having access to Vodacom’s national infrastructure has enabled Rain Mobile to easily expand 

its reach and respond much faster to high-demand metropolitan and township areas across 

South Africa. By the end of 2019, three years after entry, Rain Mobile had rolled-out about 3 

150 active 4G or LTE sites in the major metropolitan areas, and surrounding townships, of 

Pretoria, Johannesburg, Cape Town and Durban (BusinessTech, 2019c). In 2018, Cell C had 

2 900 4G or LTE sites in the country (BusinessTech, 2018). By 2017, Vodacom had just over 

7 900 4G or LTE sites nationally (BusinessTech, 2017), MTN had just over 11 000 4G or LTE 
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sites in 2019 (BusinessTech, 2019d), while Telkom had just over 2 800 4.5G sites in the same 

period (Telkom, 2020a, p. 8). 

 
An assessment of coverage revealed that in 2018 Vodacom was the leading operator, 

providing the widest 4G coverage in the country followed by MTN. Rain Mobile was the third 

largest provider of 4G coverage, surpassing both Cell C and Telkom (MyBroadband, 2018c). 
 

 
Figure 10: Network Coverage in South Africa - 2018 

 

Operator Population Coverage 
 

Operator Overall Data Coverage 3G Coverage 4G Coverage 

Vodacom 99.9% 99.4% 77.6% 

MTN 99.9% 97.0% 75.0% 

Cell C (Including roaming) 99.6% 96.0% 32.0% 

Telkom 56.0% 56.0% 40.7% 

Rain 50.0% – 50.0% 

Source: MyBroadband, 2018c    
 

According to market participants (Appendix A), Vodacom and MTN were the only operators 

able to provide national coverage because of their extensive infrastructure, while the smaller 

operators could only cover a fraction of that. While roaming agreements assist small operators 

achieve national coverage they still rolled-out their  own  infrastructure. The  Competition 

Commission (2019, p. 23) found that such agreements are often one-sided in favour of the 

incumbent operators, with high minimum payments required, high marginal rates, poor 

roaming quality through lack of seamless handover, and denial of roaming for new-data 

service lines. The fact that Vodacom and MTN were the only networks with national coverage 

and thereby the only options for small operators seeking national roaming agreements, further 

entrenched the dependency of smaller operators on the incumbents which limited their 

bargaining leverage. The case of Rain Mobile is a rare example of a smaller operator having 

better leverage and being able to extract a better outcome. In concluding their agreement, 

Vodacom benefitted from Rain Mobile’s additional capacity which helped it overcome some of 

its network capacity constraints and provide its consumers with better coverage while in turn 

Rain Mobile could extract better site access and roaming rates from Vodacom (Competition 

Commission, 2019, p. 23). 

 
Large capital expenditure s required to provide wide coverage of data services and ensure 

sufficient capacity to maintain high network-quality levels. 
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Figure 11: Mobile Operators’ Capital Expenditure - 2016 to 2019 (Rm) 
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An assessment of Figure 11 indicated the significant capital investments made by the mobile 

operators between 2016 and 2019 in order to broaden coverage and improve accessibility and 

network quality across the South African landscape. Notably, Telkom’s investment spending, 

which increased by over 50% from 2016 to 2017 surpassed that of  Cell C, despite having 

entered the market much later than Cell C. 

 
With customers demanding more and faster data , the quality of mobile data networks is 

becoming increasingly important. Accordingly, mobile operators regularly upgrade their 

networks to offer improved benefits to customers in terms of service quality and cost. Telkom 

indicated that increasing its capital expenditure was critical to ensuring that it could provide 

wider coverage and services of superior quality, and ultimately grow its subscriber base 

(Appendix A).  Since its inception, Telkom was synonymous with poor-quality services and 

coverage. The negative impact of these issues significantly affected Telkom’s ability, in its 

initial years, to grow its subscriber shares in competition with operators Vodacom, MTN and 

Cell C (Appendix A). The operator’s substantial investments in infrastructure has enabled it to 

widen its coverage to areas where it previously had no network coverage, and thereby gain 

additional subscribers in those areas, and more generally as shown in Figure 11 above. 

 
To meet the growing demand for quality, high-speed and reliable data services, mobile 

operators require access to high-end spectrum which will enable them to carry high traffic 

without compromising the quality of their services. 
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Figure 12: Mobile-Spectrum Allocation 
 

Mobile Spectrum 
 

Spectrum Band Vodacom MTN Cell C Telkom Rain 

900Mhz 22MHz 22MHz 22MHz — — 

1,800MHz 24MHz 24MHz 24MHz 24MHz 34MHz 

2,100MHz 30MHz 30MHz 30MHz 30MHz — 

2,300MHz — — — 68MHz — 

2,600MHz — — — — 15MHz 

3,500MHz — — — 28MHz 142MHz 

Total 76MHz 76MHz 76MHz 150MHz 191MHz 

Source: MyBroadband 2019 
 

 

Through its acquisition of WBS, Rain Mobile obtained access to valuable high-frequency 

spectrum in the 1800MHz, 2600MHz, and in the scarce 3500MHz bands, which none of the 

other mobile operators had, except Telkom. An assessment of the nature of Rain Mobile’s 

spectrum illustrated why the operator had been able to surpass Cell C and Telkom in terms of 

4G coverage and service quality, even though the two operators have been in the market for 

much longer. The delays in the allocation of spectrum in South Africa significantly constrained 

the ability of the other operators to roll-out 4G or LTE at the same speed as Rain Mobile did. 

Vodacom and MTN had to re-farm a significant portion of their spectrum to roll-out their 4G or 

LTE networks (MTN, 2019, p. 45). The delays by ICASA gave Rain Mobile a competitive 

advantage over its rivals. Rain Mobile was able to leverage off its existing 4G network 

infrastructure to build the 5G network in its regulated 3600 MHz spectrum band, surpassing 

industry leaders Vodacom and MTN and becoming the first mobile operator to roll-out 5G 

network in South Africa. 

 
Reputation & Brand Awareness 

 

 

While service quality is important to customers, perceived quality is also a key driver of brand 

awareness and reputation in telecommunication markets (Bhattacharjee, 2016). According to 

market participants (Appendix A), standing out in the telecommunications market is not always 

easy because mobile operators offer similar products. Marketing and advertising are important 

for mobile operators in raising brand awareness and, more importantly, in attracting new 

customers. Telkom has directly attributed the growth in subscriber shares to the increased 

marketing of the brand (Appendix A). Over the years, incumbents, Vodacom and MTN have 

been able to undertake aggressive marketing and advertising campaigns because they have 

big budgets compared to smaller operators. 
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Figure 13: Marketing Expenditure of Vodacom, MTN and Telkom: 2016 – 2019 (Rm) 
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Between 2016 and 2019, Vodacom and MTN spend over R7 billion and R4 billion respectively 

on marketing and advertising. They have been able to substantially grow revenues due to their 

wide subscriber base. Their greater scale enables the incumbents to achieve a lower unit-cost 

base compared to smaller operators (Competition Commission, 2019, p. 22). The incumbents 

have, as a result, managed to sustain these high marketing budgets . Smaller operators work 

off a base of fewer subscribers and are not able to match the marketing budgets of Vodacom 

or MTN because in doing so they may risk spending a disproportionate percentage of their 

revenue on marketing and advertising. In comparison to the incumbents, Telkom as a group 

had spent just over R3 billion in the same period. Telkom’s strategy to increase its marketing 

budget has enabled Telkom to rebrand and reposition their mobile brand, away from the 

legacy of the unsatisfactory reputation of the Telkom fixed-line business. Telkom has 

rebranded as a mobile operator that provides reliable services of superior quality, to attract 

good-quality subscribers. Like the other small operators, Rain Mobile’s advertising budget is 

negligible compared to that of Vodacom and MTN (Appendix A). In raising awareness around 

its brand, Rain Mobile has focused on its ability to set itself apart from the other operators 

through innovation and offering customers products and prices that no other competitor can. 

 
4.3.   Assessing the Effectiveness of Rain Mobile 

 

 

Effective competition is concerned not only with the ability to control prices and costs of 

products and/or services, but also with consumer benefits such as quality of service, the range 

of services available to consumers, efficient operations in the market, and innovative service 

provisions (OECD, 2003). Literature has shown that mobile telecommunication markets have 

distinct characteristics such as first-mover advantages, network effects, switching costs, and 

entry costs that may hamper the ability of new entrants to effectively compete and yield the 

desired objectives of effective competition (Hawthorne, et al., 2016, Maicas and Sese, 2011, 

Fuentelsaz et al., 2010). 
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First-Mover Advantage: Costs of Entry and Network Infrastructure 
 

 

Building a national network requires intensive capital investment. This is challenging for new 

entrants particularly when there is a long lead time between incumbents and later entrants. 

The Competition Commission (2019, p. 40) found that the lead entry of Vodacom and MTN 

gave the incumbents significant first-mover advantages over all the other operators and 

consequently hindered the ability of later entrants to effectively participate in the deployment 

of infrastructure and contribute towards retail competition. Operators incur substantial costs to 

roll out sites and can pay anything between R500 000 and R1.5 million per site (Appendix A). 

Even more is needed to maintain these sites. 

 
The Competition Commission (2019, p. 22) found that one of the biggest advantages enjoyed 

by incumbents MTN and Vodacom had large subscriber bases and profitability levels, 

compared to smaller operators, and this provided them with considerable advantage in the 

rolling out of new technologies and services faster than smaller operators. Rain Mobile entered 

the South African market 25 years after the incumbent operators, Vodacom and MTN. Such 

long lead times between entry of the first operator and subsequent operators pose challenges 

for new entrants and smaller operators who are only able to attract less profitable subscribers 

and  so are not  able to fund capital expenditure  to  the  same  level  as  the  incumbents 

(Competition Commission, 2019, p. 22). Rain Mobile however was able to invest heavily in 

LTE-A technology which enabled it to provide more data, faster data and better quality data 

(Jordaan, 2017). 

 
A big challenge facing Vodacom, MTN, Cell C and Telkom, who invested heavily in 2G and 

3G infrastructure for the provision of voice services, is that many of their subscribers still use 

2G- and 3G-compatible handsets and therefore require the 2G and 3G network. The mobile 

operators therefore must still maintain their 2G and 3G infrastructure in support of consumers 

that are still using devices on those networks (van Zyl, 2017). According to the market 

participants (Appendix A), the older technology requires far more spectrum to achieve the 

same speed as an equivalent 4G connection. Consequently, the earlier operators are not able 

to efficiently utilise their spectrum and are constrained in rolling out advanced technology. As 

a data-only service provider, Rain Mobile has been able to maximise their existing LTE 

infrastructure to provide data services and host more traffic while other operators are having 

to re-farm spectrum, to subsidise their data services, that was initially allocated for voice and 

messaging services.. 

 
Network Effects and Switching Costs 

 

 

Network effects and switching costs favour incumbents and limit the potential of new entrants. 

Their presence in the market makes it unlikely that consumers will switch to new entrants, 

particularly where new entrants do not have full coverage and are not able to quickly build full- 

coverage networks, but also where customers become locked into contracts with incumbent 

operators (Hawthorne et al., 2016). Firms with market power thus have an incentive to protect 

their market power by denying their competitors access to customers (Hawthorne, 2014). The 

negative impact of network effects is more severe in voice services where network operators 

can discriminate between customers on their own network, and those on rivals’ networks, 

through interconnection fees, call-termination rates, and on-net discounts. The effects are 

mute in the data market where closed-network pricing cannot be used as a strategy to exclude 
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new entrants. The fact that Rain Mobile offers data only services and does not compete with 

the other operators in the voice market suggests that the operator is less affected by this type 

of network effect. This however does not mean that Rain Mobile is completely immune to the 

negative impact of network effect on new entrants. Unlike the incumbents, Rain Mobile does 

not provide national coverage and may be conceived as unattractive to those customers living 

outside the metropolitan and township areas in which it operates. Therefore, while Rain 

Mobile’s product offerings may be attractive and much cheaper compared to those of other 

operators, they may not be affordable to someone living in rural areas who can only afford to 

spend R20 a month on data services and to whom a 4G-enabled smartphone may not be a 

priority (Appendix A). Thus, while national coverage is important, Rain Mobile’s business 

model excludes markets where customers are not heavy data users. 

 
On the switching side, the impact of switching costs may be more detrimental to Rain Mobile 

because it must compete for the customers of network operators that offer both traditional 

services and data services. Because Rain Mobile does not offer traditional service offerings, 

a typical customer would need to be a multi-homer that either switches between SIMs of 

different operators, and utilises each SIM for different product offerings, or a consumer that 

owns a Wi-Fi device. Accordingly, a Rain Mobile consumer would still need the services of 

either an MTN, a Vodacom, a Cell C, or a Telkom for the traditional call-and-messaging service 

and utilise a Rain Mobile SIM solely for data services. The advantage for Rain Mobile is that 

customers do not have to be burdened with the decision to choose between their original 

mobile operator and Rain Mobile because they can have both. Of course, the disadvantage is 

that not all customers may be willing or able to multi-home, either because switching to a Rain 

Mobile SIM means that a consumer utilising a single device would not be able to receive calls 

in that period, unless they could afford a second device. This group of consumers would prefer 

to stay on their original network and receive all services from a single operator even if one of 

those services could be obtained cheaper from an alternative service provider such as Rain 

Mobile. In weighing the costs of switching, these customers would not consider Rain Mobile 

an attractive alternative. Furthermore,  Rain Mobile  only  offers  prepaid  services,  so, for 

customers that require an extended period to pay for a Wi-Fi device, mobile operators offering 

post-paid services may be viewed as more attractive and affordable. Once locked-in, the 

switching costs of these customers are even higher and switching becomes less likely. 

 
The analysis above shows that Rain Mobile has successfully been able to set itself up as a 

contestable operator in the market. With its targeted offering, Rain Mobile has been an 

effective competitor and has successfully spurred a competitive reaction from its rivals. The 

responses of the operators have however been discriminatory and limited to only that segment 

of customers which found Rain Mobile’s offerings attractive. The assessment of price 

competition above shows that one of the obstacles that Rain Mobile has encountered has 

been its ability to significantly impact overall prices of mobile data. This is because mobile 

operators have been able to partition their customers and employ targeted promotions that 

resulted in lower prices only to the segmented customer base without contaminating the prices 

of the bulk of their customers to whom they continue to charge high prices. 
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5. Regulatory Lessons for South Africa : A Country Comparison 

 

The results of this study show that simply opening up markets without adequate 

complementary reforms does not in itself result in the desired outcome of effective competition 

and lower prices. Empirical evidence on effective entry in telecommunication markets suggests 

that policy and regulatory interventions  related to licensing, spectrum allocation, infrastructure 

sharing and tariff regulation (only in the early stages) are necessary in order to enable new 

entry and effective participation as well as to manage the potential anti-competitive behaviour 

and actions of incumbents (de Bijl and Peitz, 2000). In its report, the Competition Commission 

similarly identified areas of spectrum allocation, facilities leasing and roaming charges as 

needing intervention in South Africa in order to provide immediate relief to high prices and to 

improve mobile price competition (Competition Commission, 2019, p. 247). There are key 

lessons that can be learned from the experiences of countries such as Sri Lanka and Pakistan 

that have introduced regulation on these specific aspects – even if for a short while – and have 

been successful in enabling entry, creating competitive markets and achieving low mobile data 

prices.  

 

Case Study 1: Sri Lanka 

Sri Lanka is one of the leading examples of countries that have achieved good results from 

comprehensive reforms. The internet comparison site Cable (Cable, 2021) reported that Sri 

Lanka ranked 9th globally amongst countries with the cheapest mobile data. In comparison, 

South Africa ranks 135th out of 221 countries on that list. Sri Lanka’s success is a direct result 

of fierce competition among the five mobile operators1 operating in the Sri Lankan market. One 

of the main drivers that enabled effective competition in this market has been the quick 

allocation of spectrum. The Sri Lankan regulator was one of the first in the Asian region to 

make 3G spectrum available back in 2004 when it authorized its use for testing. By 2006, this 

spectrum was allocated for commercial use to all operators at a charge of around USD 5 

million (Galpaya, 2011). Not only was 3G spectrum made available at the time, but was 

thereafter available to any operator who paid the same price. This eliminated “land-grab” type 

behavior that would have been otherwise created by a once-off spectrum auction and enabled 

operators to enter the 3G market when it made most sense to them – based on their 

assessment of trade-offs between early entry vs. waiting for the right time in their capital 

investment cycle. While the government may have lost potential income through this allocation 

method, it did make spectrum available on a non-discriminatory basis to all operators, and at a 

relatively low price. Through this intervention, the Sri Lankan government was able to remove 

 
1 Dialog, Mobitel, Etisalat, Hutchison and Airtel.  
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one of the most significant barrier facing new entrants in mobile telecommunication markets 

and enabled operators to quickly invest (Galpaya, 2011).   

 

The second key driver of low mobile data prices in Sri Lanka has been the spur of innovation.  

Once the Sri Lankan market got beyond the duopoly situation, the disruptive entry of the third 

and fourth mobile operators introduced serious competition. In order to maintain margins and 

grow the market, mobile operators could no longer continue to only service high-end users who 

have high ability and the willingness to pay but had to reach the lower-end consumers. The 

mobile operators had to find innovative ways to cater to variable incomes of the low-end users 

by introducing smaller and cheaper bundles  on pre-paid services. Mobile operators in Sri 

Lanka have also had to be innovative in reducing their network costs by, for example; 

outsourcing network operations and sharing of passive and active infrastructure, without 

regulatory obligation (Galpaya, 2011).  

 

In the presence of intensive competition that results in low prices and consequently lower 

profits, mobile operators may be tempted to reduce the quality of services to the detriment of 

consumers. Having realised the importance of high-speed data, the Sri Lankan government 

has commenced carrying out data tests to measure advertised speeds against actual speeds 

and has introduced legislation aimed at boosting coverage and service quality (Barton, 2021).  

 

Case Study 2: Pakistan  

In an assessment looking at the effectiveness of Telecoms Regulations Using Perception 

Survey (Galpaya and Samarajiva, 2008),2 Pakistan was identified as a top performer in the 

dimension of  market entry in 2008 against India, Sri Lanka, Maldives, Bangladesh, Indonesia, 

Philippines and Thailand. The market entry TRE assessment reflects stakeholder perceptions 

about the conditions for entering and operating in the market. Transparency of licensing, ease 

of obtaining a license, barriers to entry and growth are included under market entry. According 

to the study, Pakistan is one of the fastest growing mobile industries in the world (estimated to 

be the 3rd fastest growing behind India in 2008) and is reported to have ranked 19th globally 

amongst countries with the cheapest mobile data in 2021. The TRE report suggests that in the 

Pakistan market, the conditions for obtaining a new mobile license or renewing an existing one 

are straightforward where each mobile operator has to pay USD 291 million.3 Though this fee 

was perceived to be high, once it was announced it eliminated discretion on the part of the 

regulator and therefore nearly eliminated regulatory risk . Similar to the approach followed by 

Sri Lanka, once a mobile operator can pay the fee, access to the market (in the form of a new 

license or a renewal of existing or expiring license) is guaranteed. The early introduction of 

 
2 A tool used to evaluate the effectiveness of the Telecom Regulatory and Policy Environment of a country. 
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number portability in 2007 further enabled increased competition amongst the mobile 

operators, giving new and smaller mobile operators a chance at success. On the assessment 

of the allocation of scarce resources (spectrum) Pakistan also came first against its 

neighbouring countries. The 1996 Telecom Act requires the Pakistan Telecom Authority to 

receive and expeditiously dispose of applications for the use of radio-frequency spectrum. The 

Frequency Allocation Board is required to process applications for spectrum within 30 days, by 

law. In addition, real-time frequency monitoring takes place, ensuring that license conditions 

are enforced. With regards regulations related to interconnection, Pakistan again out 

performed its peer countries. The rules in Pakistan mandate each operator to negotiate  

Interconnection or facility leasing with another mobile operator who makes such a requests. 

The rules allow mobile operators also negotiate their rates mutually. However mobile operators 

with significant market power are then required to publish a Reference Interconnection (facility 

sharing) Offer detailing the terms they offered to other mobile operators. This enables 

transparency and prevents incumbents with market power from abusing their dominance and 

charging excessive interconnection rates.   

Key Lessons  

There are key lessons can be drawn from the successes of these countries which may be 

particularly relevant in South Africa. The first lesson is to ensure that availability of spectrum 

is not a barrier. It is important to understand that spectrum is the primary resource required 

for mobile data that is not within the control of the operators and therefore regulators should 

make this available early, and on a non-discriminatory basis, regardless of the allocation 

method. The second lesson is to enable competition in the market by facilitating entry. The 

fact that the mobile data prices of these countries are amongst the cheapest globally shows 

what a competitive telecom market can achieve. When “enough” competitors enter a country 

(certainly more than two, ideally more than three), disruptive competition takes place yielding 

innovation that enable affordable mobile data. The third lesson is that there is a need for 

some regulation that is aimed at preventing incumbents or firms with market from abusing 

their power and at protecting consumers. 

 

6.      Conclusion 
 

 

This research study assessed the impact of a new entry on the nature of competition in the 

South African mobile telecommunications market, using Rain Mobile as a case study. The 

study assessed the extent to which Rain Mobile had been able to bring about effective 

competition to the benefit of consumers through lower prices, quality of service, a wider range 

of service offerings and/or competition on innovative products. The study proceeded on the 

findings of the Competition Commission in the (2019, p. 81) which found that price-based 

 
3 Or an amount determined under procompetitive conditions.  
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competition between the mobile operators was inadequate and that prices of mobile data 

services had remained static over time despite the introduction of aggressive price reductions 

of mobile data services by smaller rivals. 

 
Literature tells us that effective competition is concerned with the ability to introduce innovative 

and effective offerings, and prices that attract customers away from rivals. An analysis of 

mobile telecommunication markets suggested that competition in these markets took place on 

price and non-price factors. This research study analysed price-based competition by 

assessing the impact of entry on headline prices of the 1GB and 5GB data-bundle offerings of 

the mobile operators. The study found no obvious response from competitors on headline 

prices except for a late response from MTN and Cell C with changes in product offerings that 

in turn reduced their headline prices. The study found that the reduced prices of both operators 

still remained much higher than those of Rain Mobile on both bundles. These results confirm 

the findings of   the Competition Commission. The findings also indicated that incumbents 

either do not respond or respond late to the low prices of smaller operators. 

 
The Competition Commission’s assessment of the state of competition in the market based 

on headline prices received a lot of criticism from mobile operators who argued that price 

competition happened on promotions and not on headline prices (MTN, 2019, p. 29). The 

operators argued that while headline prices remained unchanged, effective prices of mobile 

data had fallen significantly. In line with this argument, this study undertook a nuanced 

approach in analysing the impact of entry on effective prices of mobile data, considering the 

promotions and discounts offered by the mobile operators on the 1GB and the 5GB data 

bundles.  Due to data constraints, the methodology used in this study to calculate effective 

prices is basic and differed from that of the Competition Commission which considered both 

out-of-bundle and in-bundle rates and used data on total revenue, total traffic and volumes 

purchased as parameters in their calculation. The study found that while there was almost no 

response from operators on headline prices, an assessment of promotional offerings 

demonstrates much more vigorous competition among the operators. 

 
Following the entry of Rain Mobile,  operators began  to introduce promotional offerings 

targeted at specific customer segments. The study showed that effective prices of mobile data 

for all the operators dropped significantly when these promotions were introduced, even below 

the price of Rain Mobile in some instances. These results indicated that the impact of entry of 

Rain Mobile had been effective in inducing a reaction from competitors and increasing price 

competition on promotional offerings but less so on headline prices. Whilst the level of price 

competition between the mobile operators on promotional offerings is welcome, the study 

found that the low prices were only beneficial to targeted consumers that were active on those 

social platforms where promotional discounts were offered and not the broader customer 

base. The finding was consistent with that of the Competition Commission (2019, p. 269) 
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which found that mobile operators were able to capitalise on the relative inelasticity of certain 

customers to price changes by targeting those groups of customers that were potential 

switchers through differentiated and discriminatory offerings. The results of this study imply 

that mobile operators were able to partition their customers by targeting their promotions and 

lower prices to those customers that found Rain Mobile’s offerings attractive and who were 

likely to switch, while charging high, even maximum prices, to the other groups of customers 

who had a higher willingness to pay and a lower propensity to switch. 

 
The assessment of market shares showed that Rain Mobile was able to attract customers 

since entering the market, and had, by the end of 2019, grown the share of subscribers to 

approximately half a million. This was significantly more than what Telkom and Virgin Mobile 

had achieved in their first three years of operations. The study also showed that Rain Mobile 

had  induced customer switching. From about the third quarter of 2018, just one year after its 

entry, there were significant changes in subscriber shares. The study showed that Vodacom 

had been able to grow its share of subscribers even in the wake of new competition but MTN’s 

share had declined. These results suggests the operators were not perceived the same by 

customers and that perhaps Vodacom was more of a premium brand with premium customers 

while MTN was more mainstream, with customers that were more price sensitive. The analysis 

of subscriber shares also made an interesting revelation about the relation between MTN and 

Telkom. The study showed that Telkom shares had grown (from 4% in the second quarter of 

2018 to 9% in the third quarter) in the period when MTN’s share had declined. 
 

From a non-price perspective, the study revealed that mobile operators also compete on 

factors such as coverage, quality, reputation, and/or brand awareness. On the assessment of 

brand awareness and reputation, the study showed that Vodacom and MTN were the biggest 

spenders on marketing and advertising which were crucial for attracting customers. This was 

enabled by significant revenues from their wide subscriber bases. Like other smaller 

operators, Rain Mobile’s spend on marketing was negligible compared to the incumbents. 

 
The assessment of quality and coverage showed that Rain Mobile had surpassed both Cell C 

and Telkom in the roll-out of 4G and ranked third in the country after incumbents MTN and 

Vodacom in the provision of 4G coverage in 2018. This finding highlighted the importance of 

competitive access to network infrastructure for new entrants and smaller operators if they 

were to effectively compete against incumbents. In addition to the infrastructure, Rain Mobile 

had access to high-demand spectrum when it entered the market and was able to offer 

consumers quality network, better speed, and wider coverage at much lower prices compared 

to its rivals. The delays in spectrum allocation gave Rain Mobile a competitive advantage over 

its rivals and enabled the operator to be the first to roll-out 5G technology in the country, way 

ahead of industry leaders, Vodacom and MTN. 

 
Literature on competition in mobile telecommunications tells us that competition in this market 

is challenged by the existence of barriers to entry, network effects, and first-mover advantage. 

The study showed that as a new entrant, Rain Mobile was impacted significantly by switching 

costs and to a lesser extent by first-mover advantages and network effects. Despite having 

the lowest offering, Rain Mobile was competing against operators that were offering full 

traditional services while it offered data only services. The study found that typical user of Rain 

Mobile would still need to remain with their operator (either Vodacom, MTN, Cell C or Telkom) 

for voice and messaging services as Rain Mobile did not offer those services. Consequently, 
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customers may be reluctant or just not afford to multi-home or switching between operators. 

The study showed that incumbents employed strategic actions to persuade customers not to 

switch, by offering them data services at low prices. While Rain Mobile was able to overcome 

some of these barriers, the research showed that incumbents still enjoyed the benefits of 

having a large base of users which they were able to retain through targeted offerings thereby 

depriving the smaller operators of sufficient subscribers to achieve the required economies of 

scale. 

 
In offering targeted services, Rain Mobile, was effective compared to other non-traditional 

service providers such as MVNO’s. The study showed that Rain Mobile’s standard plan 

provided customers with  a much better  offering  at  competitive  prices  compared to  the 

promotional offerings of competing mobile operators who offered customers limited services 

depending on the promotion. For instance, while the WhatsApp bundle only gave consumers 

access to WhatsApp messaging and excluded other services such as WhatsApp voice or 

video calling and while other bundles limit customers to specific platforms such as Facebook 

or YouTube, Rain Mobile’s customers could access all those platforms as well as other 

Internet services on the operator’s standard plan. 

 
The evidence from this study indicated that Rain Mobile’s perceived threat was successful in 

inducing an ability and a willingness among customers to switch and in eliciting a response 

from competitors in the form of new-product offerings and reduced prices. The study showed 

that incumbents, MTN and Vodacom, had not responded to the low-price offerings of Cell C 

and Telkom, suggesting that the incumbents considered these operators as lower-quality 

providers and not direct competitors. The response by the incumbents to Rain Mobile’s low 

price showed that Rain Mobile’s service was perceived to be high quality and a closer 

competitor to both the incumbents. The response of the incumbents was limited to specific 

segments of customers including WhatsApp users, and social-media and content-streaming 

users. The findings of the study showed that Rain Mobile threatened only a segment of overall 

consumers and as a result, the incumbents responded only with targeted promotions to retain 

those customers that were likely to switch. While the study was not able to make an analysis 

of the proportion of customers that benefitted from the promotions versus those that did not, 

the fact that overall prices of mobile data remained unchanged suggests that the group of 

customers targeted through these promotions, although valuable, was not significant enough 

to force the incumbents to lower overall prices of mobile data. 

 
The findings of this research have important implications for competition policy and regulation. 

Firstly, theories on barriers to entry suggest that more competition through the entry of new 

competitors is a viable solution to achieving lower prices and increased product variety if such 

rivals are effective. The findings of this research showed that the entry of Rain was effective 

in stimulating competition in the market to the benefit of consumers through lower effective 

prices, wider product variety, and innovative offerings. The evidence however showed that the 

effectiveness of Rain Mobile was limited to a selected segment of customers and has not 

resulted in the overall lowering of prices of mobile data across all customers. The Competition 

Commission (2019, p. 25) identified the lack of access to high-demand spectrum as one of 

the barriers affecting new entrants. Access to high-end spectrum is crucial in enabling new 

entrants to provide innovative offerings at competitive prices. With access to quality spectrum, 

operators can increase the capacity of their networks and provide consumers with quality 

mobile-data services at competitive prices. The case study of Rain Mobile indicated the 
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contrary to a certain extent. The evidence showed that even with access to high-demand 

spectrum, the impact of Rain Mobile was limited and had not reduced the overall prices of 

mobile data. 

 
The Competition Commission also found that access to competitive roaming and facilities- 

sharing agreements were crucial elements for the effectiveness of new entrants. Access to 

network infrastructure is vital in enabling operators to provide sufficient coverage in 

competition with incumbents. Given the costs associated with building infrastructure, new 

entrants are not able to roll out their own infrastructure in their initial years and rely on the 

facilities of incumbents who may have an incentive to raise costs of new entrants or smaller 

operators by making the costs of leasing infrastructure exorbitant. While there are regulations 

that regulate access to incumbent’s infrastructure, the regulations leave the determination of 

prices to negotiations between the operators. This leaves new entrants vulnerable to the 

powerful incumbents who may impose restrictive conditions on access. The study showed that 

the roaming and facilities-sharing agreement with Vodacom was crucial in enabling Rain 

Mobile to expand its coverage and roll-out infrastructure even much faster than Cell C and 

Telkom even though they had been in the market for much longer. However, even with such 

favourable access, Rain Mobile had not been able to effectively drive down overall mobile data 

prices. 

 
These findings tell us, that competition is multi-dimensional and that mobile operators need a 

combination of factors including; valuable spectrum, access to an affordable roaming and 

facilities-sharing arrangement, a strong capital base to enable investment in marketing and 

infrastructure, and a good reputation to become an effective competitor across the board and 

not just in targeted segments. The study showed evidence of incumbent advantages that 

enabled Vodacom and MTN to invest in sunk infrastructure and build brand reputation and 

awareness through intensive marketing at a scale that the smaller operators were not able to 

match. Therefore, while the incumbents have all these elements, smaller operators usually 

have one or two, but seldom have all the elements, which makes it difficult for them to compete 

effectively against the incumbents. 
 

Secondly, the findings of this study highlight the importance of economic theory in 

understanding the ability of incumbents to segment customers and build profiles with specific 

targeted customers. The study showed that mobile operators were able to reduce effective 

prices of mobile data through targeted promotional offerings. Although the study did not 

undertake a detailed assessment of the costs of providing data, the fact that they were able to 

sustain the promotional offerings at lower prices suggested that the offerings were profitable. 

The ability of mobile operators to drastically reduce prices to as little as R20 per GB through 

promotional offerings indicated that the mobile operators, particularly MTN and Vodacom, had 

the ability to further reduce headline prices as recommended by the Competition Commission 

(2019, p. 126). The findings of this research suggested that headline prices of mobile data had 

the potential to fall a further 60%, to at least R50 per GB. Although mobile operators submitted 

that reducing headline prices to effective rates would result in less promotion and 

consequently reduce competition among operators, the study showed that promotions were 

targeted and benefitted only a particular group of customers. A reduction in headline prices 

would achieve much broader positive outcomes across all customers. This assessment is in 

line with the Competition Commission who argued that while there was competition among 
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mobile operators on promotions, these on their own could not be held as evidence of 

significant levels of competition in the market, given their limited nature. 

 
The third implication relates to the role of regulation in achieving the desired competitive 

outcomes for mobile data. The Competition Commission (2019, p. 126) suggested that 

regulating the market could be the only way to achieve lower data prices. Opponents of this 

suggestion argued that regulation would reduce innovation and result in fewer promotional 

and competitive offerings. The evidence of this study showed that when competition is left in 

the hands of market participants it would not able to achieve an overall reduction in prices of 

mobile data across all customers. The case study of Rain Mobile revealed that the incumbents 

have durable competitive advantages that insulate them from competition. The evidence 

suggested that regulation and not necessarily increased competition is what was needed to 

level the playing field and create an operating environment that was conducive for the 

effectiveness of new entrants. The study showed that headline prices of mobile data remained 

unvaried despite the lower prices of smaller operators. The stickiness of these prices 

suggested that regulation could be the only way to force mobile operators to lower headlines 

prices in line with effective rates. The study revealed that incumbents were able to employ 

complex and discriminatory pricing strategies, as such it would not be enough to regulate 

standard prices only but such regulations would also need to monitor the technical pricing 

models of the mobile operators to ensure transparency. Therefore, while there is a need to 

strike a balance between regulation and allowing for a reasonable return on investments and 

increased innovation, the  case of  the South African  mobile  telecommunications  market 

demonstrated the need for better and co-ordinated regulation to maximize the benefits that 

could be derived from competition.” 
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